Foreword by Paco Beslmeisl (translated by Dr. T)
Hi there … or rather: “Grüß Gott” – as we say in the south of Germany!
Yeah, well – ‘course I’ll happily write up a few words regarding Physics of the Electric
Guitar … I own a few of those, after all, and I’ve got a load of experiences with reviews, be it
rave or otherwise (you gotta endure a lotta tuff stuff as a guitar player). I don’t know much
about the technical side (beats me why an inductee plays a part of that whole R’n’R-Hall-ofFame shebang while an inductor can’t), but if Billy Gibbons can write the foreword to the
Marshall book … hey, I know three chord shapes, as well. Some time back I always thought:
Gibbons, ah, that’s them monkeys – but then he’s a guitarist, too. And one who – unless his
beard gets entangled in the strings – will play like the devil. In terms of Lone-Star-State
standards, anyway – y’all know what I mean. So what does one write in a foreword, actually?
Billy writes in English … that really pushes the envelope for me: I’m a Bavarian, born and
raised … and I can scrounge up some bits and pieces of Saxon speak (that’s always a hit for
in-between-tunes babble when we play the beer tents in Upper Bavaria … even the trashed
guys under the tables who can’t hold their liquor will at least hold their sides cracking up). I
trust that my friend Dr. T. will do a reasonable job with the translation into English, or
American, rather – I always left that language to the singer in our band. When I drive him
home after the gig (the man had to hand in his license three years ago … DUI), he always
sings FERNANDO by the ABBAs to me, and I try to hold my own throwing in some Kraftwerk
tunes … stuff one sings when driving home (on the AUTOBAHN). I won’t go into detail
regarding his tales regarding breaks between sets ‘cause this here should somehow be about
the guitar. In fact, they built me a signature model. I like the French ladies, so I wanted to call
the color “vert prinantier” but they rudely changed that. Allegedly English sounds better, so:
faded vomit green. OK by me, then. I don’t really care what I play as long as its old ‘cause:
the new stuff doesn’t have that kind of vib-e-ration. One time, I put a body (of a guitar,
silly!!) in the freezer for two weeks, to do that cryo-tuning – heard about it from my pals at
the “Six ‘n’ Four String Slinger” mag. That really sucked, though, can’t recommend it at all.
Not with my freezer, anyway. The body (of the guitar – how often do I need to emphasize
that!) was too wide by a few 16ths of an inch so the door didn’t fully close … which I didn’t
register. When I returned (six gigs in Switzerland; played everything slower by 20 BPM –
was cool!), an abominable stink met me already at the door. I thought: well, no ventilation for
two weeks (or longer, I’m not always on top of that game), but when I got to the kitchen I
nearly dropped dead. In front of the freezer, on the floor, everything covered in this green
glop with the tiny white hairs on top. Yuck! The stench was undescribably atrocious –
everything had thawed, some stuff had oozed out, mildew everywhere. The guitar body stunk
so much that I rushed to sell it to our rhythm guitarist Ernie. He said he’s not bothered, he’s
used to the smell from home – thank God he’s on the other side of the stage. I now have a real
aversion to cryo-tuning … you get me, don’t you?
So, this has turned out to be a really nice foreword, hasn’t it? I’m not getting any dough for it;
doin’ it for free. But maybe someone gets the idea to gift me with another signature guitar?
Billy Gibbons’ Pearly Gates, for example? To refer, at the end, back to the beginning –
learned that in essay-writing in school. Cool, ain’t it?!
Cordially and guitar-istically yours,

Paco Beslmeisl
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Preface – by the author

The present book is the result of the lifelong practical and theoretical dealings I have had with
the electric guitar. The associated practical experiments started already in the 1960’s when
guitar-dominated, so-called “Beat-Music” got its global breakthrough. Looking back,
“Memphis Tennessee” was the initial spark that – barely ignited – found a propellant charge
in the tunes of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones that still continues to burn intensely to this
day. Subsequently, Eric Clapton became the big hero in terms of sound and style – and in fact
he still is, at least as far as his early years are concerned. My funding situation back in the day
required that amplifiers had to by built in DIY-fashion on a budget, with the ensuing insight
that teachings in school were not nearly comprehensive enough. This automatically led to
enrolling in the course for electrical engineering at the Technical University in Munich, with a
focus on electro-acoustics. It was here where the theoretical part started.
Particularly formative were the lectures by Hans Marko (systems theory), Rudolf Saal
(network theory), Eberhard Zwicker (acoustics), and Hans Meinke (radio frequency
technology). It may be surprising that RF-technology plays a decisive role in acoustics – but
Meinke’s theory of transmission lines, in combination with the theory of electro-acoustical
analogous networks, would prove to be ideal for the description of string vibrations. Founding
a company that designed and manufactured instrumentation equipment for measurement of
sound did temporarily lead to a banning of all guitars to the attic, but it did also make for the
emergence of precision instrumentation that formed the basis for the hardware in the lab later.
From 1990, more and more guitars succeeded to wander back to the basement and then up
into the beletage: the newly commenced work as a university professor (acoustics, signal- &
systems-theory) generated free time and aroused the curiosity how exactly these devices
operated. Uh-oh … that may sound a bit unsettling … let’s rephrase: the newly commenced
task as university lecturer led to such an intense workload that a balance was urgently
required, and that turned up in the form of various guitars. There was a curious inherent
proliferation process among the latter over the years – and they all wanted to be played and
analyzed. After several years of more sporadic experiments, systematic research on the
electric guitar set in from 1999, including written documentation.
Initially I had hoped that a few equations on vibrations, and some formula on the magnetic
field could adequately do the job of describing the topic. About 100 pages titled “How does
the electric guitar function?” emerged from that assumption. I then realized my very limited
understanding of just that functionality. This in fact is quite a good situation for any scientist.
As a model, the simple hypothesis of a transversally oscillating string with complex-valued
bearing impedances was of merely limited suitability. Considering the available literature, the
engineer in me tried to make do with it, but as a guitarist I found grave deficiencies. There
was, after all, an upside to having been able to study musical performance practice in the
clubs in Munich’s hip Schwabing quarter. That was back in the day as a student, when
conservative educators warned, with a wagging finger, about the amalgamation of Apollonian
and Dionysiac goings-on, and now it bore fruit. Still, the already mentioned transversal wave
remained in the foreground, but the revelation that a string on an electric guitar played by a
virtuoso will act out in a way entirely different from the teachings of all text books I knew –
that revelation slowly worked its ways from cortical depths into consciousness.
Unfortunately, 100 pages had already been written up.
Translation by Tilmann Zwicker
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From now on, the musician prevailed over the engineer, and unmistakably articulated the
question why calculations were always done on the freely vibrating string, when that string
constantly hits the frets (as required by other regions in the brain during daily guitar playing).
Put another way: it is not entirely wrong to model the electric guitar as an LTI-system, but the
“sound” cannot be described that way. About at the same time of that recognition, irregular
occurrences in the spectrum of the strings showed that a non-negligible longitudinal wave
(dilatational wave) needed to be preset on top of the transversal movement of the string. This
longitudinal wave could at first be assumed only hypothetically but (from 2005) found
comprehensive confirmation via the use of a laser-vibrometer. By that, the book that at that
point had been considered to be very much on course, suddenly lost its whole structure.
Chapters and figures had to be repositioned, pagination did not fit anymore, whole passages
had to be completely re-written.
Today, more than 16 years have passed, and more than 1200 pages written for the book have
resulted. That extent had never been envisaged – but then, how far can research be planned?
Reading the first pages again after 16 years, ideas for a redesign pop up on impulse – but
giving in to them would preclude any finalization. Thus: over and done – that’s it!
The first two chapters deal with string vibrations. Much space is dedicated to dispersion,
because its effects on the harmonicity are considerable already in the middle frequency range
(see e.g. Fig. 1.11). The combination of the theory of electrical transmission lines and electromechanical network-analogies facilitates a presentation of wave-propagation and -reflection
(Fig. 1.20) that is easy to grasp for the telecommunications engineer. Effects of the strings
hitting the frets or buzzing are discussed in Chapters 1.5.3 and 1.5.4 only in short – the
supplement is delivered in Chapter 7.12. The purpose of Chapter 2 is predominantly to
elucidate the real shape of the string vibration – sine-shaped partial-modes are of little help
here. By using a special presentation of the differential string-stiffness (Fig. 2.13), a way
could be found to visualized transversal movements without involving too much math.
Chapter 3 discusses the magnetic string parameters. It turned out shorter than originally
planned because the investigated strings barely differed in their magnetic parameters.
Chapters 4 and 5 describe magnetic pickups. Extensive and varied measurements
demonstrated a relatively simple correspondence between string velocity and pickup voltage.
This is a result that is well supported by theoretical considerations. The aperture-window
(Chapter 5.4) is merely 1 cm long and independent of the coil geometry; the latter, however,
influences the frequency response and the absolute sensitivity.
Relatively short, Chapter 6 is dedicated to piezo pickups. Combining quadripole-theory,
digital signal processing, and electro-acoustics (reciprocity, Chapters 6.4 and 6.5) transpired
to be particularly interesting.
The investigations into vibrations of guitar neck and guitar body (Chapter 7) started from the
premise that the resistive part of the string bearing (the so-called conductance) would deliver
the main contribution to the string damping, and thus the wood of the body would be essential
to the sound of the electric guitar (an assumption flogged to death by trivial “specialist”
literature month by month). Extensive investigations regarding the decay behavior of the
plucked string show, however, an entirely different result: for the solid-body guitar, the bridge
is yielding only at few frequencies to such an extent that the bridge-absorption gains
importance relative to the string-internal absorption. Moreover, this absorption can be mostly
traced to the bridge-design itself, and practically not at all to the wood used for the body.
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Neck resonances are of a bit more significance; of particular relevance, however, is the upper
surface of the frets, because it determines whether and where the string bounces off the frets
(attack, snap).
Chapter 8 outlines the physical basics of prevailing tonal systems (tunings) and explains
some music-relevant essentials of psychoacoustics (e.g. spectral and virtual pitch, grouping of
partials, consonance/dissonance, timing and rhythm, timbre and loudness).
Chapter 9 is dedicated to the electric circuitry within the electric guitar. It was not planned to
be very extensive, because sufficient literature is already available on this topic [H. Lemme].
Chapter 10 (guitar amplifiers) and Chapter 11 (guitar loudspeakers) give information on the
electro-acoustic equipment. That in fact is a never-ending story – a topic that cannot be
comprehensively presented even with 440 pages. Even so, there is now an extensive
metrological analysis – supplementary listening experiments are desirable.
To make things somewhat less prosaic, Chapter 0 rises a bit beyond the world of physics.
Corresponding feedback has generally been very positive, it’s only Ms. Growse-Glowsock
who causes some agro.
As a last point, thanks should be given to the government of the State of Bavaria – with its
steady donations, it has provided a though small yet still important contribution to this
research project. My little acoustics lab and I were always full of joy when the dean declared
that, despite unavoidable funding cuts, another € 1200.- would be at our disposal. Not per
month, no, of course not. We do not see ourselves as an elite-cluster, my lab and I. We do
understand that € 1200.- per year can only be mustered because an elite-cabinet in the state of
Bavaria’s capital Munich spares neither trouble nor expenditures. And we understand that for
16 years we have been practically alone because permanent staff for the lab cannot be
financed. Having said that: my lab did have some trouble comprehending, and repeatedly
asked back, why another vice-president for the university had to be added to the first one if
there is as good as no money available. The additional VP requires (and gets!) staff, rooms,
and – again as my lab has found out – a new computer. To be honest, the thing with the
computer was difficult to communicate (to the lab) because we still have old NT-computers
hanging around. Some empathy could be created, after all, by the wisdom passed down from
generation to generation: that only that can grow that is present. What is not present (e.g.
sufficient permanent staff posts) does not grow. And so, dear acoustics lab, it is only too
reasonable that our university has by now received its third vice-president. L'enfer, c'est les
autres (Sartre)…
Regensburg, in autumn 2014
Manfred Zollner
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